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Abstract The success or failure of any learning algorithm is partially due to the exploration
strategy it exerts. However, most exploration strategies assume that the environment is sta-
tionary and non-strategic. In this work we shed light on how to design exploration strategies
in non-stationary and adversarial environments. Our proposed adversarial drift exploration
(DE) is able to efficiently explore the state space while keeping track of regions of the envi-
ronment that have changed. This proposed exploration is general enough to be applied in
single agent non-stationary environments as well as in multiagent settings where the oppo-
nent changes its strategy in time. We use a two agent strategic interaction setting to test this
new type of exploration, where the opponent switches between different behavioral patterns
to emulate a non-deterministic, stochastic and adversarial environment. The agent’s objective
is to learn a model of the opponent’s strategy to act optimally. Our contribution is twofold.
First, we present DE as a strategy for switch detection. Second, we propose a new algorithm
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called R-max# for learning and planning against non-stationary opponent. To handle such
opponents, R-max# reasons and acts in terms of two objectives: (1) to maximize utilities in
the short term while learning and (2) eventually explore opponent behavioral changes. We
provide theoretical results showing that R-max# is guaranteed to detect the opponent’s switch
and learn a new model in terms of finite sample complexity. R-max# makes efficient use of
exploration experiences, which results in rapid adaptation and efficient DE, to deal with the
non-stationary nature of the opponent. We show experimentally how using DE outperforms
the state of the art algorithms that were explicitly designed for modeling opponents (in terms
average rewards) in two complimentary domains.

Keywords Learning · Exploration · Non-stationary environments · Switching strategies ·
Repeated games

1 Introduction

Many learning algorithms perform poorly when interacting with non-stationary strategies
because of the complexity related to handling changes in behavior, randomness and drifting.
This is troublesome, sincemany applications demand an agent to interact with different acting
strategies, and even to collaborate closely together with them.

Regardless of the task’s nature and whether the agent is interacting with another agent, a
human or is isolated in its environment, it is reasonable to expect that some conditions will
change in time. These changes turn the environment into a non-stationary one and render
many state of the art learning techniques futile. Examples abound and range frommultiagent
(competitive) settings like: charging vehicles in the smart grid [36], where behavioral patterns
change across days; poker playing [5], where a common tactic is to change play style; nego-
tiation tasks, where agents may change preferences or discount factors while interacting; and
competitive-negotiation-coordination scenarios like the lemonade stand game tournament
[52], where the winning strategy has always been the fastest to adapt to how other agents act.
Cooperative domains include tutoring systems [39], where the user may change its behavior
and the system needs to adapt; robot soccer teams [35], where agents may have different
strategies to act that depend on the state of the game; and human-machine interaction scenar-
ios like service robots aiding the elderly and autonomous car assistants where humans have
different behaviors depending on humor and mental state. All these scenarios have one thing
in common: agents must learn how their counterpart is acting and react quickly to changes
in the opponent behavior.

Game theory provides the foundations for acting optimally under competitive and cooper-
ative scenarios. However, its assumptions that opponents are fully rational and their strategies
are stationary are too restrictive to be useful in many real interactions, like human interac-
tions. This work relaxes some game theoretic and machine learning assumptions about the
environment, and focuses on the concrete setting where an opponent switches from one
stationary strategy to a different stationary strategy.

We start by showing how an agent facing a stationary opponent strategy in a repeated
game can treat such an opponent as a stationary (Markovian) environment, so that any RL
algorithm can learn the optimal strategy against such opponents.We then show that this is not
the case for non-stationary opponent strategies, and argue that classic exploration strategies
(e.g. ε-greedy or softmax) are the cause of such failure. First, classic exploration techniques
tend to decrease exploration rates over time so that the learned (optimal) policy can be
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applied. However, against non-stationary opponents it is well-known that exploration should
not decrease so as to detect changes in the structure of the environment at all times [40].
Second, exploring “blindly” (random exploration) can be a dangerous endeavour because of
two factors: (i) in diametrically opposed environments (e.g. zero sum games), any deviation
from the optimal strategy is alwaysworse, andmore importantly (i i) some exploratory actions
can cause the opponent to switch strategy which is not always a profitable option. Here we
use recent algorithms that perform efficient exploration in terms of the number of suboptimal
decisions made during learning [7] as stepping stone to derive a new exploration strategy
against non-stationary opponent strategies. Our proposed adversarial drift exploration is able
to efficiently explore the state space representation while being able to detect regions of the
environment that have changed. As such, this proposed exploration can be readily applied in
single agent non-stationary environments aswell as inmultiagent settingswhere the opponent
changes its strategy. Our contribution is twofold. First, we present drift exploration (DE) as
a strategy for switch detection and second, a new algorithm called R-max# (since it is sharp
to changes) for learning and planning against non-stationary opponents. R-max# by making
efficient use of exploration experiences deals with the multiagent non-stationary nature of the
opponent behavior, which results in rapid adaptation and efficient DE.We provide theoretical
results showing that R-max# is guaranteed to to detect the opponents’ switches and learn the
new model in terms of finite sample complexity.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work in exploration and non-
stationary learning algorithms, Sect. 3 introduces basic background and the test scenarios
used for this paper. Section 4 describes the DE and our proposed approach R-max#. Section 5
provides theoretical guarantees for switch detection and expected rewards for R-max#. Sec-
tion 6 presents experiments in twodifferent domains including the iterated prisoner’s dilemma
and a negotiation task. Section 7 provides the conclusions and ideas for future research.

2 Related work

The exploration-exploitation tradeoff has been studied in many different contexts, including:
multi-armed bandits, reinforcement learning (both model-free and model-based) and multi-
agent learning. In this section, we describe different approaches related to exploration and
learning in non-stationary environments.

2.1 Multi-armed bandits and single-agent RL

In the context ofmulti-armed bandits [23], there are someworks dealingwith non-stationarity.
In particular, two algorithms are based the upper confidence bounds (UCB) algorithm [1] to
detect changes: one relies on the discounted UCB and the other one adopts a sliding window
approach [21].

In single agent RL there are works that focus on non-stationary environments, one of those
works are the hidden-mode Markov decision processes (HM-MDPs) [14]. In this model,
the assumption is that the environment can be represented in a small number of modes.
Each mode represents a stationary environment, which has different dynamics and optimal
policies. It is assumed that at each time step there is only one active mode. The modes are
hidden, which means they cannot be directly observed, and instead are estimated through
past observations. HM-MDPs need an offline learning phase and they are computationally
complex since they need to solve a POMDP [38] to obtain a policy to act. Another related
approach is the reinforcement learning (RL)with context detection [15]. The algorithm’s idea
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is to learn several partial models and decide which one to use depending on the context of the
environment. However, this approach does not provide any exploration for switch detection
neither provides any theoretical guarantees.

2.2 Multiagent exploration

One simple approach to handle multiagent systems is to not explicitly model other agents,
thus, even if there are indeed other agents in the world, they are not modeled as having goals,
actions, etc. They are just considered part of the environment [46]. Notwithstanding, this
presents problems when many learning agents are interacting in the environment and they
explore at the same time, they may create some noise to the rest, called exploratory action
noise [29]. HolmesParker et al. propose the coordinated learning exploratory action noise
(CLEAN) rewards to cancel such noise. To achieve this, CLEAN assumes that agents have
access to an accurate model of the reward function to compute a type of reward shaping
[42] to promote coordination and scalability. Exploratory action noise will not appear in our
setting for two reasons: (1) we assume only one opponent in the environment that is not a
learning agent and (2) we explicitly model its behavior.

Exploration in multiagent systems has been used in specific domains such as economic
systems [44] or foraging [37]. Recently, an application for interdomain routing used an
exploration for adapting to changing environments [49]. Vrancx et al. refer to this exploration
as selective exploration and it is based on computing a probability distribution of the past
rewards and when the most recent one falls far away from the distribution a random action
to explore is triggered.

2.3 Multiagent learning

In a different but related context there are some related works in the area ofmultiagent RL [8].
One work proposes to extend the Q-learning algorithm [50] to zero-sum stochastic games.
The algorithm (coined as Minimax-Q) uses the minimax operator to take into account the
opponent actions [32]. This allows the agent to converge to a fixed strategy that is guaranteed
to be safe in that it does as well as possible against the worst possible opponent (one that
tries to minimize the agent’s rewards). However, this algorithm assumes the opponent has a
diametrically opposed objective to the agent, and acts accordingly to this objective. When
this assumption does not hold (which is reasonable in many scenarios), Minimax-Q does not
converge to the best response.

The win or learn fast (WoLF) principle was introduced to make an algorithm that (1)
converges to a stationary policy in multiagent systems and (2) obtains a best response against
stationary policies (rational algorithm) [6]. The intuition of WoLF is to learn quickly when
losing and cautiously when winning. One proposed algorithm that uses this principle was
WoLF-IGA. The algorithm uses gradient ascent, so that with each interaction the player will
update its strategy to increase its expected payoffs. WoLF-PHC is another algorithm that
uses a variable learning rate. This one is based on Q-learning and performs hill-climbing in
the space of mixed policies. Also, it has been proved theoretically to converge in self-play
in a class of repeated matrix games. However, its policies have shown slow convergence in
practice [47].

The Non-stationary Converging Policies algorithm [51] computes a best response to a
restricted class of opponents, i.e., they are non-stationary with a limit (with decreasing
changes). Thus, it is designed for slow changes, not drastic changes like our approach.
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Recent approaches have tried to learn and adapt quickly to changes, one approach is the
Fast Adaptive Learner (FAL) [18]. This algorithm focuses on fast learning in two-player
repeated games. To predict the next action of the opponent it maintains a set of hypotheses
according to the history of observations. To obtain a strategy against the opponent they
use a modified version of the Godfather strategy.1 However, the Godfather strategy is not a
general strategy that can be used against any opponent and in any game. Also FAL shows
an exponential growth in the number of hypotheses (in the size of the observation history)
which may limit its use in larger domains. Recently, a version of FAL designed for stochastic
games, FAL-SG [19], has been presented. In order to deal with this different setting, Elidrisi
et al. propose to map the stochastic game into a repeated game and then use the original
FAL approach. To transform a stochastic game into a repeated game, FAL-SG generates a
meta-game matrix by means of clustering the opponent’s actions. After obtaining this matrix
the algorithm proceeds in the same way as FAL. Both FAL and FAL-SG use a modified
Godfather strategy to act, which fails to promote a exploration for switch detection and this
results in a longer time to detect these switches.

2.3.1 Model based approaches

Previous approaches used variations of the Q-learning algorithms, however, there are many
algorithms which directly model the opponent.

Using a simple but well-known domain such as the iterated prisoner’s dilemma, Carmel
et al. propose a lookahead-based exploration strategy for model-based learning [9]. In this
case, the opponent was modeled through a mixed model in a way to reflect uncertainty
about the opponent. However, the approach does not analyze exploration in non-stationary
environments (like strategy switches).

Exploring the environment efficiently in stationary domains has been widely studied by
the computational learning theory community. R-max [7] is a well-known, model-based
RL algorithm. The algorithm uses an MDP to model the environment which is initialized
optimistically assuming all actions return the maximum possible reward, (r-max). With each
experience of the form (s, a, s′, r) R-max updates its model. The policy efficiently leads the
agent to less known state-action pairs or exploits known ones with high utility. R-max pro-
motes an efficient sample complexity of exploration [30]; R-max has theoretical guarantees
for obtaining near-optimal expected rewards. However, R-max alone will not work when the
environment is non-stationary (e.g. strategy switches). A recent approach based on R-max
that takes into account possible changes in the dynamics of the environment is ζ -R-max
[34], which does not assume that the visitation counts translate directly to model certainty.
In contrast, they estimate this progress in terms of the loss over the training data used for
model learning. The idea is to compute a ζ function which is based on the leave-one-out
cross validation error. A limitation of this approach is the computational cost of computing
ζ , since it depends on the number of states and actions at every iteration. Also, computing
leave-one-out cross validation (extreme case of k-fold cross validation) is rarely adopted in
large-scale applications because it is computationally expensive [10].

Another related approach is MDP4.5 [25] which is designed to learn against switching
(non-stationary) opponents. MDP4.5 uses decision trees to learn a model of the opponent.
The learned tree, along with information from the environment are transformed into a MDP

1 Godfather [33] offers the opponent a situation where it can obtain a high reward. If the opponent does not
accept the offer, Godfather forces the opponent to obtain a low reward.
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[43] in order to obtain an acting policy. Since decision trees are known to be unstable for
small datasets [16] this poses a problem for learning efficient models in a fast way.

Focusing on learning against classes of opponents is another related area.Boundedmemory
opponents are agents that use the opponent’s D past actions to assess the way they are
behaving. For these agents the opponent’s history of play defines the state of the learning
agent. In this context, a relatedmodel is the adversary inducedMDP (AIM) [4],which uses the
vectorψD , a function of the pastD actions of the agents. The learning agent, by just keeping
track ofψD (its own past moves), can infer the policy of the bounded memory opponent. For
this, the learning agent obtains the MDP that the opponent induces, and then it can compute
an optimal policy π∗. These types of players can be thought of as a finite automata that take
the D most recent actions of the opponent and use this history to compute their policy [41].
Since memory bounded opponents are a special case of opponents, different algorithms were
specially developed to be used against these agents [11,13]. For example, the agent LoE-
AIM [12] is designed to play against a memory bounded player (but does not know the exact
memory length). Note that most of Chakraborty’s work focuses on inferring the memory size
used by the opponent, once this is defined, then one can learn optimally how to interact with
the opponent. We instead assume we have the correct representation and are interested in
opponents that change strategy in time (i.e. non-stationary strategies). Chakraborty’s work
cannot be used in this context. Therefore, our approaches are complementary, not competing.

Algorithm 1: MDP-CL [26]

Input: Size of the window of interactions w, threshold κ , number of rounds in the repeated game T .
Function: compareModels(), compare two MDPs
Function: planWithModel(), solves MDP to obtain a policy to act
Function: playWithPolicy(), play using the computed policy
j = 2; //initialize counter1
model = π∗ = ∅ //Initialize opponent model and policy2
for t = 1 to T do3

if t == i · w, (i ≥ 1) and model == ∅ //*4
[h]Learn exploration model then5

Learn an exploration model with past w interactions6
π∗ = planWithModel(model) //Compute a policy from the learned model7

if t == j · w, where ( j ≥ 2) //*8
[h]Learn comparison model then9

Learn another model ′ with past interactions10

d = compareModels(model,model ′) //Compare models11
if d > κ //*12
[h]Opponent strategy has changed? then13

π∗ = model = ∅, j = 2 //Reset models and restart exploration14
else15

j = j + 116

if π∗ == ∅ then17
Play with random actions //No model, explore randomly18

else19
playWithPolicy(π∗) //Use learned policy20

Another approach that uses MDPs to represent opponent strategies is the MDP-CL
approach [26]. We introduced MDP-CL in previous work to act against non-stationary
opponents (see Algorithm 1). It starts with an exploratory phase with random actions for
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a determined number of rounds (lines 14–15), after which it computes a model of the oppo-
nent in the form of an MDP (lines 4–6). Then, it begins to use the optimal policy, π∗, (lines
16–17) and at the same time it starts to learn another model. After some rounds (defined by a
parameter w) the approach compares them to evaluate their similarity (lines 7–9). If the dis-
tance betweenmodels is greater than a given threshold, κ , (line 10) the opponent has changed
strategy and the modeling agent must restart the learning phase, resetting both models and
starting from scratch with a random exploratory strategy (line 11). Otherwise, it means that
the opponent has not switched strategies and the same policy is used (line 13). However,
MDP-CL lacks a DE scheme, which results in the failure of detecting some switches in the
opponent’s behavior, therefore resulting in a suboptimal policy and performance.

In contrast to these previous approaches, here we propose a general DE that can be used
jointly with switch detection algorithms. This exploration detects switches that otherwise
would have passed unnoticed. Next, we propose an efficient approach which implicitly han-
dles DE called R-max# and provide theoretical guarantees. In the experimental section we
compared our proposals against MDP4.5 [25], MDP-CL [26], R-max [7], FAL [18] and
WOLF-PHC [6].

3 Background

In this section, we will introduce the necessary background for presenting the main con-
tribution: R-max#. First, we start by introducing some test scenarios to use as examples
throughout the paper.

Our setting consists of two players, our learning agent A and the opponent B, that face each
other and repeatedly play a bimatrix game. A bimatrix game is a two player simultaneous-
move game defined by the tuple 〈A,B, RA, RB〉, where A and B are the set of possible
actions for player A and B, respectively. Ri is the reward matrix of size |A| × |B| for each
agent i ∈ {A, B}, where the payoff to the i th agent for the joint action (a, b) ∈ A × B is
given by the entry Ri (a, b), ∀(a, b) ∈ A×B, ∀i ∈ {A,B}. A stage game is a single bimatrix
game and a series of rounds of the same stage game form a repeated game.

The opponent has a set of different strategies to use and can change from one to another
during the interaction. A strategy specifies a method for choosing an action. One kind of
strategy is to select a single action and play it, this is a pure strategy. In general, a mixed
strategy specifies a probability distribution over actions. A best response for an agent is the
strategy (or strategies) that produce the most favorable outcome for a player, taking other
players’ strategies as given. The objective of our learning agent is to maximize its cumulative
rewards obtained during the repeated interaction.

3.1 Test scenarios

The prisoner’s dilemma is a game where the interactions can be modeled as a symmetric two-
player game defined by the payoff matrix in Table 1 using values d = 4, c = 3, p = 1, s = 0,

Table 1 A bimatrix game
representing the prisoner’s
dilemma, two agents can chose
between two actions cooperate
(C) and defect (D)

C D

C 3, 3 0, 4

D 4, 0 1, 1
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where the following two conditions must hold d > c > p > s and 2c > d + s. When both
players cooperate they both obtain the reward c. If both defect, they get a punishment reward
p. If a player chooses to cooperate (C) with someone who defects (D) the cooperating player
receives the sucker’s payoff s, whereas the defecting player gains the temptation to defect, d .
The iterated version (iPD) has been subject to many studies, including human trials. We used
the iPD to perform experiments because there are many handcrafted strategies that fare well
in this domain and we want to test how our algorithms fare against these. A common strategy
which won a tournament of the iPD is called Tit-for-Tat (TFT) [2]; it starts by cooperating,
then does whatever the opponent did in the previous round (it will cooperate if the opponent
cooperated, and will defect if the opponent defected). Another very successful strategy is
called Pavlov and cooperates if both players coordinated with the same action and defects
whenever they did not. Bully [33] is another well-known strategy involving always behaving
as a defecting player. It should be noticed that these previous strategies can be defined only
by the current state and do not depend on the time index; they are stationary strategies. In
contrast, when a strategy needs to be indexed by round it is a non-stationary strategy.

The second domain used in the experiments is automated negotiation which has been
a subject of active research in artificial intelligence. We focus on the principal bargaining
protocol, i.e, the discrete time finite-horizon alternating offers bargaining protocol [45].
Alternating-offers bargaining with deadlines is essentially a finite horizon extensive form
game with infinite actions and perfect information [31]. It consists of two players, a buyer
and a seller. The seller wants to sell a single indivisible item to the buyer for a price. The
buyer and the seller can act at times t ∈ N. Their offers alternate each other, trying to agree
on a price. Their possible actions are: offer(x) with x ∈ R representing the proposed price
for the item; exit, which indicates that negotiation fails; and accept which indicates that
buyer and seller have reached and agreement. At time t = 0, accept is not allowed, at
t > 0 if any of the players accepts the game finishes and the outcome is (x, t), where x
is the value offer(x) at time t − 1. If one of them plays exi t the bargaining stops and the
outcome is 0 for both of them. Otherwise the bargaining continues to the next time point.
Each agent has a utility function Ui that depends on three parameters of agent i : reservation
price, RPi (the maximum/minimum amount a player is willing to accept), discount factor,
γi , and deadline, Ti (agents prefer an earlier agreement, and after the deadline they exit).
In a complete information setting, (where the parameters are known by players) backward
induction reasoning can be used to compute the one and only subgame perfect equilibrium,
which is achieved at time t = 1. However, complete information is not always available as
well as players can deviate from perfect strategies and switch among several of those, like
we will present in the experimental section.

3.2 Finding optimal policies against stationary opponents

In the domains presented previously, if an agent knew a model of the opponent it could build
a policy, i.e. the best action in each step of the interaction, to maximize the sum of rewards.
Machine learning provides algorithms to learn an optimal policy by accumulating experience
using the RL framework. In RL, an agent’s objective is to learn an optimal policy in stochastic
environments, in terms of maximizing its expected long-term reward in an initially unknown
environment that is modeled as a MDP [43]. An MDP is defined by 〈S,A, T , R〉, where S
is the set of states, A is the set of actions, T is the transition function and R is the reward
function. A policy is a function π(s) that specifies an appropriate action a for each state s.

The interaction of a learning agent with a stationary opponent can be modeled as anMDP.
This occurs since the interaction between agents generates Markovian observations which
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C,1,0

C,1,3

D,1,1

D,1,4

C,1,3
C,1,0 D,1,1D,1,4

oppC      ,C learn C       ,Dopp learn

D      ,Copp learn D       ,Dopp learn

(a)

Bully TFT

oppC      ,C learn
C       ,Dopp learn

C,1,0
D      ,Copp learn D       ,Dopp learn

C,1,3

D,1,1

D,1,4

C,1,3 C,1,0
D,1,1

D,1,4
oppC      ,C learn C       ,Dopp learn

C,1,0
D      ,Copp learn D       ,Dopp learn

D,1,1D,1,1C,1,0

learned Bully model
TFT model

t t1 3t2

(b)

Fig. 1 a An MDP that represents the TFT strategy in the iPD. States are ovals, in this case the state space
is formed by the last action (C and D) of the learning agent (learn) and the opponent (opp) each arrow has a
corresponding triplet: learning agent action, transition probability and reward to the next state. b An example
of a learning agent against a Bully–TFT switching opponent. Themodels represent twoMDPs: opponent starts
with Bully (at time t1) and switches to TFT (at time t3)

can be used to learn the opponent’s strategy by inducing a MDP [4]. Banerjee et al. [4]
propose the AIM model, which uses as states a function of the past actions of the learning
agent. The learning agent can explore the opponent strategy by performing different actions.
The state space is formed by attributes that can describe the opponent strategy. Rewards
are obtained from the game matrix. After some rounds of interactions the information from
the past interactions can be used to learn a MDP describing the opponent’s strategy. In this
case, the learning agent perceives a stationary environment whose dynamics can be learned.
The learned MDP that represents the opponent strategy is defined by 〈S,A, T , R〉 where:
S := ×Oi∈oOi , i.e. each state is formed by the cross product of the set of attributes that
represent the opponent strategy. A, are the actions of the learning agent. T : S × A → S, is
learned using counts T (s, a, s′) = n(s,a,s′)

n(s,a)
where n(s, a, s′) is the number of times the agent

was in state s, used action a and arrived at state s′, n(s, a) is defined as the number of times
the agent was in state s and used action a. R, is learned in a similar manner R(s, a) =

∑
r(s,a)

n(s,a)

where
∑

r(s, a) is the cumulative reward obtained by the agent when being in state s and
performing action a. The set of attributes O used to construct the states is assumed to be given
by an expert and we assume the attributes are able to learn the correct opponent model. For
example, assume an opponent playing the TFT strategy in the iPD, also assume our learning
agent is using as attributes the last action of both players. A learned MDP representing the
TFT opponent strategy is depicted in Fig. 1a. Each state is formed by the last play of both
agents, C for cooperate, D for defect, subindices opp and learn refer to the opponent and the
learning agent respectively (other attributes can be used for different domains), with arrows
indicating the triplet: action, transition probability and immediate reward for the learning
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agent. In any case, solving an MDP that represents the opponent stationary strategy dictates
a policy which prescribes how to act against that opponent.

The next section presents DE, first as a general exploration that can be added to other
algorithms and then on the R-max# algorithm.

4 Drift exploration

Exploration in non-stationary environments has a special characteristic that is not present
in stationary domains. As explained before, if the opponent plays a stationary strategy, the
learning agent perceives a stationary environment (anMDP) whose dynamics can be learned.
However, if the former plays a stationary strategy (strat1) that induces an MDP (MDP1) and
then switches to strat2 and induces MDP2, if strat1 �= strat2, then MDP1 �= MDP2 and the
learned policy is probably not optimal anymore. Against this background, we propose a drift
exploration, which tackles this problem.

In order to motivate DE, take the example depicted in Fig. 1b, where the learning agent
faces a switching opponent in the iterated prisoner’s dilemma. Here, at time t1 the opponent
starts with a strategy that defects all the time, i.e., Bully. The learning agent using counts can
recreate the underlying MDP that represents the opponent’s strategy (learned Bully model)
by trying out all actions in all states (exploring). At some time, (t2 in the figure) it can solve
for the optimal policy against this opponent (because it has learned a correct model), which
is to defect in the iPD, which will produce a sequence of visits to state Dopp,Dlearn. Now,
at some time t3 the opponent switches its selfish Bully strategy to a fair TFT strategy. But
because the transition ((Dopp,Dlearn), D) = Dopp,Dlearn in both MDPs, the switch in strategy
(Bully → TFT) will not be perceived by the learning agent. Thus, the learning agent will not
be using the optimal strategy against the opponent. This effect is known as shadowing2 [20]
and can only be avoided by continuously checking far visited states.

Drift exploration deals with such shadowing explicitly. In what follows we will present
how DE is used for switch detection. We use MDP-CL as an example RL algorithm that can
be used with this exploration to detect switches but many other RL algorithms could be used
as well. We then we propose a new algorithm called R-max# (since it is sharp to changes)
for learning and planning against non-stationary opponents.

4.1 General drift exploration

One problem with non-stationary environments is that opponent strategies may share simi-
larities in their induced MDP (specifically between transition functions) when they share the
same state and action spaces. This happens when the agent’s optimal policy produces the
same ergodic set of states, for two or more opponent strategies. It turns out this is not uncom-
mon; for example the optimal strategy against Bully produces the sole state Dopp,Dlearn,
however, this part of the MDP is shared with TFT. Therefore, if the agent is playing against
Bully, and is stuck in that ergodic set, a change of the opponent strategy to (say) TFT will
pass unnoticed, resulting in a suboptimal policy and performance. The solution to this is to
explore even when an optimal policy has been learned. Exploration schemes like ε-greedy
or softmax (e.g. a Boltzmann distribution), can be used for such purpose and will work as
DE with the added cost of not efficiently exploring the state space. We present this general

2 A related behavior called observationally equivalent models has been reported by Doshi et al. [17].
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version of DE into the MDP-CL framework [26] which yields the MDP-CL(DE) approach,
tested experimentally in Sect. 6.3.

Against this background, nowwe propose an approach for drift exploration that efficiently
explores the state space looking for changes in the transition function and demonstrate this
with a new algorithm called R-max#.

4.2 Efficient drift exploration

Efficient exploration strategies should take into account what parts of the environment remain
uncertain. R-max is an example of such type of exploration. In this section we present
R-max#, an algorithm inspired by R-max but designed for strategic interactions against
non-stationary switching opponents. To handle such opponents, R-max# reasons and acts
in terms of two objectives: (1) to maximize utilities in the short term while learning and (2)
eventually explore opponent behavioral changes.

4.2.1 R-max#

The basic idea of R-max# is to enforce revisiting long gone state-action pairs. These pairs
are those that (1) are considered known and (2) have not been updated in τ rounds, at which
point the algorithm resets its reward value to rmax in order to promote exploration of that
pair which implicitly rechecks to determine if the opponent model has changed.

R-max# receives as parameters (m, rmax, τ ) where m and rmax are used in the same
way as R-max, and τ is a threshold that defines when to reset a state-action pair. R-max#
starts by initializing the counters n(s, a) = n(s, a, a′) = r(s, a) = 0, rewards to rmax and
transitions to a fictitious state s0 (like R-max) and set of known pairs K = ∅ (lines 1–4).
Then, for each round the algorithm checks for each state-action pair (s, a) that is labeled as
known (∈ K) howmany rounds have passed since the last update (lines 8–9), if this number is
greater than the threshold τ then the reward for that pair is set to rmax , the counters n(s, a),
n(s, a, s′) and the transition function T (s, a, s′) are reset and a new policy is computed (lines
10–14). Then, the algorithm behaves as R-max (lines 15–24). The pseudocode of R-max#
is presented in Algorithm 2.

4.3 Running example

Let us take the example in Fig. 2 to show how R-max# will interact against an unknown
switching opponent. The opponent starts with a Bully strategy (t1). After learning the model,
R-max# knows that the best response against such strategy is to defect (t2) and the interaction
will be a cycle of defects. At time (t3) the opponent changes from Bully to TFT, and because
some state-action pairs have not been updated for several rounds (more than the threshold
τ ), R-max# resets the rewards and transitions for reaching such states, at which point a new
policy is computed. This policy will encourage the agent to re-visit far visited states (i.e.
states not visited recently). Now, R-max# will update its model as shown in the transition
model in Fig. 2b (note the thick transitions which are different from the Bully model). After
enough rounds (t4), the complete TFT model would be learned and an optimal policy against
it is computed.
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Algorithm 2: R-max# algorithm
Input: States S, actionsA, m value, rmax value, threshold τ

∀(s, a, s′) r(s, a) = n(s, a) = n(s, a, s′) = 01

∀(s, a, s′) T (s, a, s′) = s02
∀(s, a) R(s, a) = rmax3
K = ∅4
π = Solve(S,A,T , R) //initial policy5
for t:1, …, T do6

Observe state s, execute action from policy π(s)7
for each (s, a) do8

if (s, a) ∈ K and t−lastUpdate(s, a) > τ then9
R(s, a) = rmax //reset reward to rmax10
n(s, a) = 011

∀s′ n(s, a, s′) = 0 //reset counters12

∀s′ T (s, a, s′) = s0 //reset transitions13
π = Solve(S,A,T , R) //Solve MDP and get new policy.14

if n(s, a) < m then15
Increment counters for n(s, a) and n(s, a, s′)16
Update reward r(s, a)17
if n(s,a)=m then18

//pair is considered known
K = K ∪ (s, a)19
lastUpdate(s, a) = t20
R(s, a) = r(s, a)/m21

for s′′ ∈ S do22
T (s, a, s′′) = n(s, a, s′′)/m23

π = Solve(S, A,T , R)24

Bully TFT

C,1,0

C,1,3

D,1,1

D,1,4

C,1,3 C,1,0
D,1,1

D,1,4

C,1,0

D,1,1D,1,1C,1,0

C,1,0

D,1,1
C,1,3

D,1,4

learned Bully model learned TFT modeltransition model

t t t1 3 4t2

oppC      ,C learn oppC      ,C learn
oppC      ,C learnC       ,Dopp learn

C       ,Dopp learn C       ,Dopp learn

D      ,Copp learn D      ,Copp learn D      ,Copp learnD       ,Dopp learn
D       ,Dopp learn D       ,Dopp learn

Fig. 2 An example of the learned models of R-max# against a Bully–TFT switching opponent. The models
represent three learned MDPs: at the extremes opponent starts with Bully (at time t1) and switches to TFT
(t4) and in the middle a transition model, learned after the switch (t3) Bully → TFT

4.4 Practical considerations of R-MAX#

In Sect. 5 we present theoretical results about R-max#. Here we provide some insights about
how to set the τ parameter. In contrast to stationary opponents, when acting against non-
stationary opponents we need to perform drift exploration constantly. However, knowing
when to explore is a more difficult question, especially if we know nothing about possible
switching behavior (switching periodicity). However, even in this case we can still provide
guidelines for setting τ : (1) τ should be large enough to learn a sufficiently good opponent
model (or it could be a partial model when the state space is large). In this situation, the
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algorithm would learn a partial model and optimize against that. (2) τ should be small
enough to enable exploration of the state space. An extremely large value for τ will decrease
the exploration for longer periods of time and will take longer to detect opponent switches.
(3) If expected switching times can be inferred or learned then τ can be set accordingly to
a value that is related to those timings. This is explained by the fact that after the opponent
switches strategies, the optimal action is to re-explore at that time. For experimental results
that support these guidelines please refer to Sects. 6.4 and 6.5.

Algorithm 3: R-max#CL algorithm

Input: w window, κ threshold, m value, rmax value, threshold τ

Function: compareModels(), compare two MDPs.
Function: R-max#(), call R-max# algorithm.
Initialize as R-max#1
model == ∅2
for t : 1, . . . , T do3

R-max#(m, rmax, τ )4
if t == i · w, (i ≥ 1) and model == ∅ then5

Learn a model with past w interactions6

if t == j · w, ( j ≥ 2) then7
Learn comparison model ′ with past interactions8
d= compareModels(model,model’)9
if d > κ //*10
[h]Strategy switch? then11

Reset models, j = 212
else13

j = j + 114

4.5 Efficient drift exploration with switch detection

As final approach we propose to use the efficient DE of R-max# together with a framework
for detecting switches. In fact, these two approaches tackle the same problem in different
ways and therefore should probably complement each other at the expense of some extra
exploration.We call this algorithmR-max# CL, which combinesMDP-CL [26] synchronous
updates with the asynchronous rapid adaptation of R-max#.

The approach of R-max# CL is presented in Algorithm 3. It starts as R-max#, efficiently
exploring the state space (line 4). The switch detection process of MDP-CL is performed
concurrently, so that it learns an initial model with w interactions (lines 5–6). Then R-max#
CL starts learning the comparison model (lines 7–9) and if a switch is detected the current
model and policy are reset and R-max# restarts (line 11). Naturally, such combination of
explorations will turn out to be profitable in some settings and in some others it is better to
use only one.

Next section provides theoretical results for R-max# in terms of switch detection and
expected rewards against non-stationary opponents.

5 Sample complexity of exploration for R-MAX#

In this section, we study the sample complexity of exploration for R-max# algorithm. Before
presenting our analysis, we first revisit our assumptions.

1. Complete (self) information: the agent knows its states, actions and rewards received.
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2. Approximation condition (from [30]): states that the policy derived by R-max is near-
optimal in the MDP (Definition 2, see below).

3. The opponent will use a stationary strategy for some number of steps.
4. All state-action pairs will be marked known between some number of steps.

Given the aforementioned assumptions, we show that R-max# will eventually relearn a
new model for the MDP after the opponent switches and compute a near-optimal policy.

We first need some definitions and notations, as presented in [30], to formalize the
proofs. Firstly, an L-round MDP = 〈S,A, T , r〉 is an MDP with a set of decision rounds
{0, 1, 2, . . . , L − 1}, L is either finite or infinite. In each round both agents choose actions
concurrently. A deterministic T -step policy π is a T -step sequences of decision rules of the
form {π(s0), π(s1), . . . , π(sT−1)}, where si ∈ S. To measure the performance of a T -step
policy in the L-round MDP, t-value is used.

Definition 1 (t-value, [30]) Let M be an L-round MPD and π be a T -step policy for M . For
a time t < T , the t-value Uπ,t,M (s) of π at state s is defined as

Uπ,t,M (s) = 1

T
E(st ,at ,...,sT−1,aT−1)∼Pr(·|π,M,st=s)

[
T−1∑

i=t

r(si , ai )

]

,

where the T -path (st , at , . . . , sT−1, aT−1) is from time t up until time T starting at s and
following the sequence {π(st ), . . . , π(sT−1)}.

The optimal t-value at state s is

U∗
t,M (s) = sup

π∈Π

Uπ,t,M (s),

where Π is the set of all T -step policies for MDP M . Finally, we define the Approximation
Condition (assumption 2).

Definition 2 LetK be a set of known states and MDP M̂K be an estimation of the true MDP
MK with a set of states K. The optimal policy π̂ derived from M̂K is ε-optimal if, for all
states s and times t ≤ T ,

Uπ̂ ,t,MK(s) ≥ U∗
t,MK(s) − ε,

where ε > 0 defines the accuracy.

Assumption 2 assure the the policy π̂ derived by R-max from M̂K is near-optimal in the
true MDP MK. For R-max#, we have the following main theorem:

Theorem 1 Let τ = 2m|S||A|T
ε

log |S||A|
δ

andM’ be the new L-roundMDP after the opponent
switches its strategy. For any δ > 0 and ε > 0, the R-max# algorithm guarantees an expected

return ofU∗
M ′(ct )−2ε within O(

m|S|2|A|T 3

ε3
log2 |S||A|

δ
) timestepswith probability greater than

1 − δ, given timesteps t ≤ L.

The parameter δ > 0 is used to define the confidence 1− δ. We assume all δ > 0 and we
can always choose a proper δ to ensure 1− c · δ is less than 1 and greater than 0, where c > 0
is a constant. The proof of Theorem 1will be provided after we introduce some lemmas. Now
we just give a sketch of the proof. R-max# is more general than R-max since it is capable of
reseting the reward estimations of state-action pairs. However, the basic result of R-max# is
derived from R-max. The proof relies on applying the R-max sample complexity theorem
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to R-max# as a basic solver. With proper assumptions, R-max# can be viewed as R-max
with periods, i.e., the running timesteps of R-max# is separated into periods. In each period,
R-max# behaves as the classic R-max so that R-max# can learn the new state-action pairs
by the R-max algorithm after the opponent switches its policy.

Theorem 2 (From [30]) Let M = 〈S, A, T , r〉 be a L-roundMDP. If c is an L-path sampled
from Pr(·|R-max, M, s0) and the assumption 1 and 2 hold, then, with probability greater
than 1 − δ, the R-max algorithm guarantees an expected return of U∗(ct ) − 2ε within
β1

m|S||A|T
ε

logβ2
|S||A|

δ
timesteps t ≤ L, where β1, β2 > 0 are constant.

The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Lemma 8.5.2 in [30]. To simplify the notation, let
C = β1

m|S||A|T
ε

logβ2
|S||A|

δ
.

Lemma 1 After C steps, each state-action pair (s, a) is visited m times with probability
greater than 1 − δ/2.

Proof outline This is an alternative interpretation of Theorem 2 due to Hoeffding’s bound,
using δ/2 to replace δ. See the details in the Lemma 8.5.2 from [30]. ��
Lemma 2 With properly chosen τ , the R-max# algorithm resets and visits each state-action
pair m times with probability greater than 1 − δ.

Proof Suppose the R-max# algorithm already learned a model. Lemma 1 states that within
C steps, each state-action pair (s, a) is visited m times with probability greater than 1− δ/2.
That is, we learn a model and all state-action pairs are marked as known. Remember that
τ measures the difference between the current time step and the time step at which each
action-state pair is visited m times again. To make sure R-max# does not reset a state-action
pair before all state-action pairs are visited with probability greater than 1− δ/2, τ is at least
C . Hoeffding’s bound does not predict the order of the mth visit for each state-action pair.
The worst situation is that all state-action pairs are marked known near t = C (see Fig. 3
for details). According to the Lemma 1, we need an extra interval C to make sure the all
the state-pairs are visited m times after reset with probability greater than 1 − δ/2. In all,
we need to set τ = 2C . Note that according to the assumption 4, all state-action pairs will
be learned between t = nC and t = (n + 1)C after resetting. Then, R-max# restarts the
learning process.

To simplify the proof, we introduce the concept of a cycle to help us to analysis the
algorithm.

 t1

Reset window

Reset window

Reset window

Learning 
1 2 n...

(s,a) 
pairs:

t=0

1 2 n

Reset

t=C t=2C t=3C

Cycle 1 

 t2  tn

t=4C

1 2 n

Learning 

1

2

n
...

... ...

Fig. 3 An illustration for the running behavior of R-max#. The length of the reset window is τ = 2C in
R-max#. In the learning stage, all state-action pairs may be marked known before t = C with high probability.
After resetting, we assume that all state-action pairs will be marked known in [3C, 4C] with high probability
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Cycle i 

t=nC t=(n+1)C t=(n+2)C t=(n+3)C

Cycle i+1 

t=(n+4)C

Switch
case 2

Switch
case 3

Reset Learning Reset Learning 

Fig. 4 Suppose an opponent switches in cycle i , there are two possible switch points. The R-max# will learn
the new state-action pairs within two cycles

Definition 3 A cycle occurs when all reward estimations for each each state-action pair
(s, a) are reset and then marked as known.

Intuitively, a cycle is the process where R-max# forgets the old MDP and learns the new
one. According to the Lemma 2, 2C steps are sufficient to reset and visit each state-action
pair (s, a) m times, with probability at least 1 − δ. Thus, we set the length of one cycle as
2C . A cycle is a τ window so that we leave enough timesteps for R-max# reset and learn
each state-action pair.

Lemma 3 Let τ = 2C and M ′ be the new L-round MDP after the opponent switches
its strategy the R-max# algorithm guarantees an expected return of U∗

M ′(ct ) − 2ε within

O
(
m|S||A|T

ε
log |S||A|

δ

)
timesteps with probability greater than 1 − 3δ.

Proof Lemma 2 states that if τ = 2C , each state-action pair (s, a) are reset within 2C
timesteps with probability greater than 1−δ, since (1−δ/2)(1−δ/2) = 1−δ+δ2/2 > 1−δ.
If an opponent switched its strategy at any timestep in cycle i (see Fig. 4 for details), there
are three cases: (1) R-max# does not reset the corresponding state-action pairs (s, a), since
they are not considered known (/∈ K); (2) R-max# resets the corresponding state-action pairs
(s, a) reward estimations but does not learn new ones; (3) R-max# has already reset and
learned the state-action pairs (s, a).

Case 1 is safe for R-max# since it learns the new state-action pairs, with probability greater
than 1− δ. For cases 2 and 3, the worst is case 3 since R-max# is not able to learn new state-
actions pairs within cycle i , whereas R-max# may have chance to learn new state-actions in
case 2 (in the learning phase in the same cycle i). The assumption 3 states that the opponent
adopts a stationary strategy at least 4C steps, which is exactly 2 cycles between two switch
points. Although R-max# cannot learn new state-action pairs within cycle i when case 3
happens, it can learn them in cycle i + 1 by Lemma 2.

In all, R-max# will eventually learn the new state-action pairs in either cycle i or cycle
i + 1 with probability greater than 1 − 2δ since (1 − δ)(1 − δ) = 1 − 2δ + δ2 > 1 − 2δ.
That is the R-max# requires 2 cycles or 4C to learn a new model to fit the new opponent
policy. Apply the chain rules in probability theory and Theorem 2, the R-max# algorithm

guarantees an expected return of U∗(ct ) − 2ε within O
(
m|S||A|T

ε
log |S||A|

δ

)
(using big-O

notation to eliminate all constants) timesteps with probability greater than (1−2δ)(1− δ) =
1 − 3δ + 2δ2 > 1 − 3δ.

Note that we do not propose the value of m. How should the value of m be bounded?

Kakade shows that m = O
( |S|T 2

ε2
log |S||A|

δ

)
is sufficient, given error ε and confidence δ

(Lemma 8.5.6 in [30]). With this result, we the have following proof for Theorem 1:
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Proof of Theorem 1 Combining Lemma 3 andm = O
( |S|T 2

ε2
log |S||A|

δ

)
, Theorem 1 follows

with setting δ ← δ
4 .

The proofs heavily rely on the assumptions we state at the beginning of this section,
however maybe it is too strong to capture the practical performance of R-max#. In particular,
assumption 4 may not hold in some domains, nonetheless it provides a theoretical way to
understand R-max#. Also, the theoretical result gives some bounds on the parameters, e.g.,
τ = 2C and C = β1

m|S||A|T
ε

logβ2
|S||A|

δ
.

6 Experiments

In this section we present experiments with our proposed algorithms that use DE: MDP-
CL(DE) (Sect. 4.1), R-max# (Sect. 4.2) and R-max# CL (Sect. 4.5). Comparisons are
performed with state of the art approaches: two of our previous approaches MDP4.5 [25]
and MDP-CL [26]; R-max [7] used as baseline; FAL [18] since it is a fast learning algo-
rithm in repeated games, WOLF-PHC [6]3 since it can learn non-stationary environments;
and the omniscient (perfect) agent that best responds immediately to switches. Results are
compared in terms of average utility over the repeated game. Experiments were performed
on two different scenarios: the iterated prisoner’s dilemma and a negotiation task. In all cases
the opponents were non-stationary in the sense that they used different stationary strategies
for acting in a single repeated interaction. The experiments are presented as follows:

– We begin with a general result, showing that approaches with DE obtain better results
than approaches without exploration against non-stationary opponents in both domains
(Sect. 6.2). Then, we revise each algorithm in more detail.

– We compare how drift exploration in MDP-CL(DE) improves the results over MDP-CL
(Sect. 6.3).

– Later, we present R-max# against deterministic switching opponents (Sect. 6.4) and show
how the parameters affect its behavior.

– Finally, we present how R-max# CL combines advantages of the previous algorithms
and with the appropriate parameters obtains the best results (Sect. 6.5).

Results in bold denote the best scores in the tables. Statistical significance is denoted with *
and † symbols and we used Wilcoxon rank-sum test with a significance level α = 0.05.

6.1 Experimental domains

First we present the experimental domains and its characteristics.

– Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma. Values for the game are presented in Table 1. We used the
three most successful human-crafted strategies that the literature has proposed for this
game: TFT, Pavlov [2] and Bully [33] as opponent strategies. These three strategies have
different behaviors in the iPD and the optimal policy differs across them.4 We emulate
two different scenarios.

– Deterministic switching opponent, the opponent switches strategies deterministically
every 100 rounds.

3 To ensure a DE there was a constant ε-greedy= 0.2 exploration and no decay in the learning rate (α).
4 Optimal policies are always cooperate, Pavlov and always defect, against opponents TFT, Pavlov and Bully,
respectively.
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– Probabilistic switching opponent. Each repeated game consists of 1000 rounds and at
every round the opponent either continues using the current strategy with probability
1−η or with probability η switches to a new strategy drawn randomly from the set of
strategies mentioned before. We use switching probabilities η = 0.02, 0.015, 0.01
which translates to 10–20 strategy switches in expectation for one repeated game.

– Bilateral Negotiation. Our second domain is a more complex scenario. It consists of two
players, a buyer and a seller. Their offers alternate each other, trying to agree on a price.
Their possible actions are offer(x) with x ∈ N, exit and accept. If any of the players
accepts the game finishes with rewards for the players. If one of them plays exi t the
bargaining stops and the outcome is 0 for both of them. Each utility functionUi depends
on three parameters of agent i : reservation price, RPi (the maximum/minimum amount
a seller/buyer is willing to accept), discount factor, γi , and deadline, Ti (agents prefer
an earlier agreement, and after the deadline they exit). For this domain the state space
is composed of the last action performed. The parameters are Ti = 4, γi = 0.999 and
offers are in the range [0 − 10] (integer values), therefore |S| = 13, |A| = 13 (the iPD
had |S| = 4, |A| = 2). The buyer valuates the item to buy in 10 (in a scale from 1 to 10).
One complete interaction consists of alternating offers. In the experiments, our learning
agent is the buyer and the non-stationary opponent is the seller. The opponent uses two
different strategies:

– a fixed price strategy where the seller uses a fixed price Pf for the complete negoti-
ation,

– a flexible price strategy where the seller initially valuates the object at Pf , but after
round 2 he is more interested in selling the object, so it will accept an offer Pl < Pf .

We represent that strategy by Pl = {x → y}. For example, the optimal policy against
Pf = {8} is to offer 8 in the first round (recall the game is discounted by γi in every round,
so it’s better to buy/sell sooner rather than later), receiving a reward of 2. However against
Pl = {8 → 6} the optimal policy is to wait until the third round to offer 6, receiving a
reward of 4γ 2

i .

6.2 Drift and non-drift exploration approaches

In this section we present a summary of the results for the two domains in terms of average
rewards. In the iPDwe compared our proposed algorithms which use DE: R-max# (τ = 55),
MDP-CL(DE) (w = 30, Boltzmann exploration), and R-max# CL (τ = 90, w = 50),
against state of the art approaches MDP-CL [25] (w = 30), MDP4.5 [25] (w = 30), FAL
[18],WOLF-PHC (δw = 0.3, δl = 2δw ,α = 0.8, ε-greedy exploration= 0.2) and the perfect
agent that knows exactly when the opponent switches and best responds immediately. In
Table 2 we summarize the results in terms of average rewards obtained by each agent against
the probabilistic switching opponent for different values of η (switch probability). All the
scores were obtained using the best parameters for each algorithm and the results shown are
based on the average of 100 statistical runs. In all the cases, R-max#CLobtained better scores
than the rest. An * indicates statistical significance against MDP-CL(DE) and † against R-
max#. MDP-CL(DE) obtains good results since it exploits the model and uses DE. However,
note that we provided the optimal window w so it could remain competitive. Using only
R-max# is not as good as R-max# CL since it explores continuously but it will not properly
exploit the learned model. A limitation of R-max# CL is that as a heritage from MDP-CL it
needs to find a good parameter w. WOLF-PHC shows almost the same performance against
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Table 2 Iterated prisoner’s
dilemma

Average rewards of the test
algorithms against an opponent
that changes strategy with
probability η

* and † represent statistical
significance of R-max# CL
against MDP-CL(DE) and
R-max# respectively

Algorithm/η 0.02 0.015 0.01 Drift exp.

Perfect 2.323 2.319 2.331 –

R-max# CL 2.051*† 2.079*† 2.086† Yes

MDP-CL(DE) 1.944 1.988 2.046 Yes

R-max# 1.691 1.709 1.725 Yes

WOLF-PHC 1.628 1.627 1.629 Yes

MDP-CL 1.696 1.790 1.841 No

MDP4.5 1.680 1.772 1.829 No

FAL 1.625 1.658 1.725 No

Table 3 Bilateral negotiation

Average rewards and percentage
of successful negotiations of the
test algorithms against an
opponent with a probabilistic
non-stationary opponent in the
negotiation domain
* and † represent statistical
significance of R-max# CL
against MDP-CL(DE) and
R-max# respectively

Algorithm AvgR(A) SuccessRate Drift Exp.

Perfect 2.70 100.0 –

R-max# CL 1.95* 74.9 Yes

R-max# 1.91 70.5 Yes

MDP-CL(DE) 1.73 82.0 Yes

WOLF-PHC 1.71 88.5 Yes

MDP-CL 1.70 85.5 No

R-max 1.67 90.6 No

different switch probabilities, however its results are far from the best. MDP-CL andMDP4.5
obtained better results than FAL, but since none of them use DE they are not as good as our
proposed approaches.

Weperformed a similar analysis for the negotiation domain.We removedFALandMDP4.5
since they obtained the worst scores and do not have DE. In Table 3 we summarize the results
in terms of average rewards and the percentage of successful negotiations obtained by each
learning agent against a switching opponent. In this case, each interaction consists of 500
negotiations. The opponent uses 4 strategies (Fp{8}, Fp{9}, Fl = {8 → 6}, Fl = {9 →
6}); the switching round and strategy were drawn from a uniform distribution. R-max#
CL obtained the best scores in terms of rewards and R-max# obtained the second best. In
this domain MDP-CL(DE) and WOLF-PHC take more time to detect the switch and adapt
accordingly obtaining lower rewards. However, they have a higher percentage of successful
negotiations than theR-max# approaches. In this domainwenote that not usingDE (MDP-CL
and R-max) results in failing to adapt to non-stationary opponents which yields suboptimal
rewards.

These results show the importance of performing DE in different domains. In the next
sections we present detailed analysis of MDP-CL(DE), R-max# and R-max# CL.

6.3 Further analysis of MDP-CL(DE)

The MDP-CL framework does not use DE which results in failing to detect some type of
switches. We present two examples where MDP-CL(DE) it is capable of detecting those
switches. In Fig. 5a the cumulative rewards against a Bully opponent that switches to TFT
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Fig. 5 On top of each figure we depict how the opponent changes between strategies during the interaction.
Cumulative rewards of a MDP-CL (w = 25) with and without drift exploration, the opponent is Bully–
TFT switching at round 100. b Immediate rewards of MDP-CL and MDP-CL(DE) against a non-stationary
opponent in the alternating bargaining offers domain

at round 100 (deterministically) are depicted (average of 100 trials). The figure shows a
slight cost associated to the drift exploration of MDP-CL (DE) before round 100 (thick
line), after this point obtained rewards increase considerably since the agent has learned
the new opponent strategy (TFT) and has updated its policy. In the negotiation domain, a
similar behavior happens when the opponent starts with a fixed price strategy (Pf = {8})
and switches at round 100 (deterministically) to a flexible price strategy (Pl = {8 → 6}).
In Fig. 5b the immediate rewards of MDP-CL with and without DE are depicted (average
of 100 trials), also we depict the rewards of a perfect agent which best responds at every
round. The figure shows that MDP-CL is not capable of detecting the strategy switch, from
rounds 50 to 400 it uses the same action and therefore obtains the same reward. In contrast
MDP-CL (DE) explores with different actions (therefore it seems unstable) and due to the
DE is capable of detecting the strategy switch. However, it needs several rounds to relearn
the optimal policy after which it starts increasing its rewards (at round 175 approximately).
After this round the rewards keep increasing and eventually converge around the value of 3.0
since even when it knows the optimal policy it keeps exploring.

In Table 4 we present results in terms of average rewards (AvgR) and percentage of
successful negotiations (SuccessRate) while varying the ε parameter (of ε-greedy as DE)
from 0.1 to 0.9 in MDP-CL (DE) in the negotiation domain (average of 100 trials). We
used w = 35 since it obtained the best scores and an * represents statistical significance
with respect to MDP-CL. These results indicate that using a moderate DE (0.1 ≤ ε ≤ 0.5)
increases the average rewards. A higher value of ε causes too much exploration. Thus, the
agent cannot exploit the optimal policy which results in poor performance. On the one hand,
increasing ε increases the average rewards of successful negotiations, this happens because
using drift exploration it is possible to detect the switch and therefore updating the immediate
reward to 4.0 (after the switch). On the other hand, the number of successful negotiations
is reduced while increasing the exploration. This is the common exploration-exploitation
trade-off which causes too much or too little exploration to obtain worse results in contrast
to moderate exploration (ε = 0.4) obtaining the best average rewards.

These results show that adding a general DE (for examplewith ε-greedy exploration) helps
to detect switches in the opponent that otherwise would have passed unnoticed. However,
as we said before, parameters such as window size, threshold (of MDP-CL), and ε (for DE)
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Table 4 Comparison of
MDP-CL and MDP-CL(DE)
while varying the parameter ε

(using ε-greedy as drift
exploration) in terms of average
rewards (AvgR), percentage of
successful negotiations
(SuccessRate)

* Represents statistical
significance with respect to
MDP-CL

ε AvgR(A) SuccessRate

0.1 1.796* 92.1*

0.2 1.782* 91.0

0.3 1.776* 88.9

0.4 1.801* 86.1

0.5 1.753 83.5

0.6 1.694 80.7

0.7 1.619 78.2

0.8 1.506 73.7

0.9 1.385 68.1

Average 1.679 82.4

MDP-CL 1.726 88.9

should be tuned in order to efficiently detect switches. In the next section we analyse R-
max# and show how it helps minimizing the aforementioned drawbacks of parameter tuning
present in MDP-CL(DE).

6.4 Further analysis of R-MAX#

Wepropose another way of performingDE using an implicit approach. R-max# has twomain
parameters: a threshold m that dictates whether a state-action pair is assumed to be known
(same as R-max), and a threshold τ that controls how many rounds should have passed for
a state-action pair to be considered forgotten. First we analyze the effect of τ . In Fig. 6a
we present the cumulative rewards of R-max (straight line) and R-max# with τ = 5 (thick
line) and τ = 35 (dotted line) against a Bully–TFT opponent (average of 100 trials), we
used m = 2 for all the experiments since it obtained the best scores. For R-max#, a τ = 5
makes the agent explore continuously causing a decrease of rewards from rounds 20 to 100.
However, from round 100 rewards immediately increase since the agent detects the strategy
switch. Increasing the τ value (τ = 35) reduces the DE and also reduces the cost in rewards
before the switch (at round 100). However, it also impacts the total cumulative rewards, since
it takes more time to detect the switch (and learn the newmodel). Here we show an important
trade-off when choosing τ : a small value causes a continuous exploration which quickly
detects switches but has a cost before the switch occurs, while a large τ reduces the cost of
exploration and therefore the switch will take more time to be noticed. It is important to note
that R-max# is capable of detecting the switch in strategies. In contrast to R-max, which
shows a linear result (in the figure) since it keeps acting against a Bully opponent, when in
fact, the opponent is TFT.

In Fig. 6b we depict the immediate rewards of R-max# with τ = 60, τ = 100 and
τ = 140 against the opponent that changes from a fixed price to a flexible price strategy
in the negotiation domain. In this figure we note that our agent starts with an exploratory
phase which finishes at approximately round 25, then it uses the optimal policy to obtain
the maximum possible reward. The opponent switches to a different strategy at round 100.
For example, A τ = 100 means that those state-action pairs which after 100 rounds have
not been updated will be reset. The agent will re-explore (rounds 105–145) until learning a
new optimal policy against the new opponent strategy (from round 145). Now, the optimal
policy is different (since the opponent has changed) and R-max# is able to obtain the optimal
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 On top of each figure we depict how the opponent changes between strategies during the interaction.
a Cumulate rewards against the Bully–TFT opponent in the iPD using R-max# and R-max. b Immediate
rewards of R-max# with τ = 60, τ = 100 and τ = 140, and a perfect agent which best responds to the
opponent in the negotiation domain

reward. The previous case shows, a τ = 100 which was deliberately chosen to match the
switching time of the opponent showing that R-max# can adapt to switching opponents and
learn the optimal policy against each different strategy. The figure also shows what happens
when τ does not match the switching time. Using a τ = 60 means that the agent will re-
explore the state space more frequently, which explains the decrease in rewards from round
65 to 95 and 125 to 160 (since both are exploratory phases), the first exploratory phase (at
round 65) shows that what happens when no change has occurred where the agent returns
to the same optimal policy. However, the second exploration phase shows a different result,
since starting from round 160 it has updated its optimal policy and can exploit it. Using a
τ = 140, means less exploration which can be seen by the stability from round 25 to 145,
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Table 5 Comparison of R-max
and R-max# with different τ
values in terms of average
rewards (AvgR) and percentage
of successful negotiations
(SuccessRate)

* Indicates statistical significance
with R-max

τ AvgR(A) SuccessRate

20 1.101 61.2

40 1.375 61.4

60 1.643 71.6

80 2.034* 77.1

90 2.163* 80.4

100 2.164* 80.9

110 2.043* 81.0

120 1.942* 81.0

140 1.746 80.8

160 1.657 83.5

180 1.736 88.9

Average 1.782 77.0

R-max 1.786 90.6

from that point to round 190 the agent re-explores and updates its optimal policy at round
190.

In Table 5 we present in more detail different results while using R-max# with different
τ values against the switching opponent, an * indicates statistical significance with R-max.
A small τ value is not enough to learn an optimal policy, which results in a low number of
successful negotiations. In contrast a high τ does not explore enough and takes too much
time to detect the switch which results in lower rewards. In this case a τ between 80–120
yields the best scores because it is enough to learn an appropriate opponent model while
providing enough exploration to detect switches. R-max obtained the best score in successful
negotiations because it learns an optimal policy and uses that for the complete interaction
even when it is a suboptimal policy in terms of rewards for half of the interactions.

More complex opponents Previous experiments used only two opponent strategies, but we
now consider four different strategies in the negotiation domain to compare the approaches
of R-max#, R-max and WOLF-PHC. The strategies are (i) Fp{8}, (ii) Fl = {8 → 6}, (iii)
Fp{9} and (iv) Fl = {9 → 6}. The opponent switches every 100 rounds to the next strategy.
In Fig. 7 we show (a) the immediate rewards and (b) cumulative rewards of R-max#, R-max,
WOLF-PHC and the perfect agent in a game with 400 negotiations. Each opponent strategy
is represented by a number zone (I-IV). Each curve is the result of averaging over of 50
statistical runs.

In zone I, from rounds 0 to 25 R-max and R-max# explore and obtain low rewards,
after this exploration phase they have an optimal policy and use it to obtain the maximum
possible reward (2.0) at that time. In zone II (at round 100) the opponent switches its strategy
and R-max fails to detect this switch using the same (suboptimal) policy. Since R-max#
re-explores the state space (rounds 95–135), it obtains a new optimal policy which in this
case yields the reward of 4.0. In zone III (at round 200) the opponent switches its strategy and
in this case R-max is capable of updating its policy. This happens because there is a new part
of the state space that is explored, but again at zone IV (round 300) the opponent switches
to a flexible strategy which R-max fails to detect and exploit. This is in contrast to R-max#
which is capable of detecting all switches in the opponent strategy and reaching themaximum
possible reward.WOLF-PHC starts with higher rewards than the other approaches. However,
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7 On top of each figure we depict how the opponent changes among strategies during the interaction. a
Immediate and b cumulative rewards of R-max# (τ = 90), R-max and WOLF-PHC in the alternating offers
domain

when the opponent switches its strategy (rounds 100 and 300) WOLF-PHC is not capable of
quickly adapting to these changes which results in lower rewards.

Analyzing the cumulative rewards we can see that during starting the second exploration
phase of R-max# the cumulative rewards are lower than those of R-max. However, after
updating its policy, cumulative rewards start increasing and from round 170. At the end of
the interaction it can be easily noted in the difference in cumulative rewards at the final round:
534.9 for R-max, 647.3 for WOLF-PHC and 789.2 for R-max#.
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Table 6 Average rewards against opponents that switch between two stochastic strategies in the middle of of
the game of 500 rounds (iPD domain)

Opponents R-max# R-max WOLF-PHC

τ =100 τ =200 τ =250

Pavlov0.1Bully0.9–Bully0.9Pavlov0.1 1.63 1.71 1.78∗† 1.58 1.68

Pavlov0.2Bully0.8–Bully0.8 Pavlov0.2 1.63 1.71 1.76∗† 1.60 1.73

Pavlov0.3Bully0.7–Bully0.7Pavlov0.3 1.64 1.73 1.77∗ 1.70 1.75

TFT0.1Bully0.9–Bully0.9TFT0.1 1.41 1.45 1.47∗† 1.40 1.30

TFT0.2Bully0.8–Bully0.8 TFT0.2 1.38 1.40 1.44∗† 1.40 1.23

TFT0.3Bully0.7–Bully0.7 TFT0.3 1.33 1.38 1.40† 1.39 1.16

TFT0.1Pavlov0.9–Pavlov0.9TFT0.1 2.37 2.50 2.75 2.91 2.16

TFT0.2Pavlov0.8–Pavlov0.8TFT0.2 2.43 2.60 2.63 2.88 2.13

TFT0.3Pavlov0.7–Pavlov0.7TFT0.3 2.35 2.51 2.65 2.86 2.09

Average 1.79 1.88 1.96 1.96 1.69

* Indicates statistical significance of R-max# (τ = 250) with R-max
† of R-max# (τ = 250) with WOLF-PHC

Stochastic opponents Opponents in previous experiments have used deterministic strategies,
however this is not a limitation for R-max#. For this reason we experimented against sto-
chastic strategies in the iPD domain. In this case each strategy will be a mixture of two
deterministic strategies. For example, one stochastic strategy is Bully0.2Pavlov0.8. This strat-
egy represents an opponent which uses Bully with 0.2 probability and with 0.8 probability
uses a Pavlov strategy.

We tested against stochastic non-stationary opponents that switched among two stochastic
strategies in the middle of a game of 500 rounds.We evaluated R-max# (τ = 100, 200, 250),
R-max and WOLF-PHC in terms of average rewards of 100 trials in Table 6. Results show
that R-max# obtains better scores than R-max and WOLF-PHC (δw = 0.3, δl = 2δw ,
α = 0.8, ε-greedy exploration = 0.1) against different opponents. A special case happens
against opponents that mix TFT and Pavlov—in that case, not updating the model after a
switch (as R-max does) obtains the best scores. This happens because the optimal policy
before and after the opponent switch did not change.

Incomplete learning attributes For R-max# we assume that an expert will set the attributes
that can represent the opponent strategy. However, it is an strong assumption to make in many
domains. For this reason, we present experiments showing how R-max# behaves when the
attributes used are not enough to completely represent the opponent strategy.

We performed experiments in the iPD with variations of TFT. Recall that TFT uses the
last action of the opponent in the next action. A variation is Tit for Two Tats (TFTT), that
needs two defects from the opponent to act with that action. It is more forgivable than TFT.
Moreover, note that the optimal policy against TFTT is not to always cooperate (as with
TFT), but rather alternate among cooperate and defect. In the same way we can generalize
to T FT n (Tit for n Tats). For example, the optimal policy against TFTTT is to use the cycle
defect-defect-cooperate. However, to able to obtain these optimal policies it is important to
keep the history of interactions, in particular the last h steps of interaction of both agents and
then use those to represent the state space.

We performed experiments with R-max# and R-max against different variations of TFT
while also using different different sizes for the history of interactions h. Table 7 shows the
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Table 7 Average rewards against opponents that switch between two strategies in the middle of of the game
of 500 rounds (iPD domain)

Opponents R-max# R-max

τ = 100 τ = 200 τ = 250

h = 1 h = 2 h = 1 h = 2 h = 1 h = 2 h = 1 h = 2

TFTT–TFT 2.62∗ 2.52 2.72∗ 2.59 2.86∗ 2.58 2.59∗ 2.52

TFTTT–TFT 2.65 2.67 2.61 2.73∗ 2.73 2.83∗ 2.47 2.68∗
TFTTTT–TFT 2.66 2.67 2.55 2.60 2.65 2.70 2.38 2.57∗
Average 2.64 2.62 2.63 2.64 2.75 2.70 2.48 2.59

∗ Indicates statistical significance between using one step of history (h = 1) and two steps (h = 2)

average rewards against switching opponents in games of 500 rounds (average of 100 trials).
From the results we note that against the TFTT–TFT opponent using only one step of history
was enough to learn the optimal policy and therefore it obtained better scores than using
h = 2, since it took more rounds to learn the optimal policy (the space state increased).
However, the results are different against TFTTT–TFT. Now, 1 step of history (h = 1) is
not enough to learn the optimal policy against TFTTT. Analyzing the computed policies for
R-max# using only one step of history showed that the agent alternates between cooperate
and defect actions, which is suboptimal. In contrast, when increasing to 2 steps of history,
R-max# is now capable of correctly representing the opponent strategy and obtaining the
optimal policy which increased the average rewards (statistically significant in some cases).

These results show that in order to obtain an optimal policy the set of correct attributes
to represent the opponent strategy are needed. However, this is difficult to obtain in different
scenarios and also this will increase the state space and therefore the learning times. Results
in the iPD scenario showed that using a simpler (not complete) representation was able to
obtain competitive results when facing switching opponents.

6.5 Efficient exploration + switch detection: R-MAX# CL

We previously analyzed the effect of adding a general drift exploration to MDP-CL and
now we experiment with the R-max# CL, which provides an efficient DE together with the
MDP-CL framework.

First, we tested the approach against an opponent that switches strategies deterministically
every 100 rounds in the iPD representing all the possible permutation between pairs of
the three strategies used (TFT–Bully–Pavlov–Bully–TFT–Pavlov–TFT). The duration of the
repeated game is 700 rounds.

The immediate rewards (average of 50 statistical runs) ofMDP-CL,R-max#,WOLF-PHC
and R-max# CL are shown in Fig. 8. For comparison, the rewards of a perfect agent that
best responds immediately to the switches are depicted as a dotted line. In Fig. 8a, MDP-CL
shows a stable approach since it learns the opponent model and immediately exploits it, but
since it lacks a DE it fails to detect some strategy switches (e.g. the change fromBully to TFT
at round 400 in Fig. 8a). In contrast, R-max# shows peaks throughout since it is continuously
exploring. Its advantage is that it detects all strategy switches, such as Bully–TFT. In Fig. 8c
we show the results for WOLF-PHC, which in this domain shows that is capable of adapting
slowly to the changes, therefore never reaching the perfect score. In Fig. 8d we depict the
immediate rewards of R-max# CLwithw = 50, τ = 90 (since these parameters obtained the
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Fig. 8 On top of each figure we depict the opponent TFT–Bully–Pavlov–Bully–TFT–Pavlov–TFT that
switches every 100 rounds in the iPD. Immediate rewards of a MDP-CL, b R-max#, c WOLF-PHC and
d R-max# CL

best scores). This approach is capable of learning and exploiting the opponent model while
keeping a DE, which enables the agent to detect switches. This experiment clearly shows the
strengths of our approach, the need for an efficient DE and a rapid adaptation which results
in higher utilities.

Lastly, we performed an experiment with random switching opponents in the negotiation
domain. The interaction consists of 500 negotiations and the opponent uses 4 strategies
(Fp{8}, Fp{9}, Fl = {8 → 6}, Fl = {9 → 6}); switching round and strategy were drawn
from a uniform distribution. We compared the R-max# and R-max# CL approaches while
varying the τ parameter: for R-max# CLwe usedw = 50 because it obtained the best results.
A summary of the experiments is presented in Table 8, and each value is the average of 50
statistical runs.

As a baseline we used R-max in this setting (not shown in the table). We varied the
parameter m from 2 to 20, and selected the best score (m = 4) nonetheless its results
were the worst, with average rewards of 1.675 which are far from the obtained aver-
age rewards of 1.820 and 1.923 of R-max# and R-max# CL, respectively. Moreover,
almost all values were statistically significantly better results than R-max. From Table 8
we can see that using almost any value of τ provides better results for R-max# CL
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Table 8 Comparison of R-max# CL and R-max#with different τ values in terms of average rewards (AvgR),
percentage of successful negotiations (SuccessRate)

τ R-max# R-max# CL w = 50

AvgR(A) SuccessRate AvgR(A) SuccessRate

60 1.791* 70.1 1.697 70.1

80 1.833* 69.5 1.919* 70.7

90 1.716* 65.9 1.898* 70.3

100 1.910* 70.5 1.948* 71.9

110 1.875* 67.3 1.947* 71.1

120 1.767* 66.9 1.943* 72.8

140 1.847* 68.3 2.110* 75.1

Average 1.820 68.4 1.923 71.7

* Indicates statistical significance with R-max which obtained an average reward of 1.675

than R-max# against a randomly switching opponent. This can be explained due to the
fact that R-max# CL provides an efficient DE combined with a switch detection mecha-
nism.

6.6 Summary of experiments

We tested two different domains in which DE is necessary to obtain an optimal policy,
due to the non-stationary nature of the opponent’s strategy. The iPD problem is a well-
known and simple scenario and the negotiation task is a more realistic scenario (with a
larger state and action spaces). In previous scenarios, the use of a switch detection mecha-
nisms, such as the one used in MDP-CL, FAL or MDP4.5 works were not enough to deal
with switching opponents (Sects. 6.2 and 6.3). When keeping a non-decreasing learning
rate and exploration WOLF-PHC is capable of adapting in some scenarios, but it does so
slowly (Sect. 6.4). The general approach of DE by means of ε-greedy or some softmax
type of exploration, solves the problem since this exploration re-visits some parts of the
state space that eventually will lead to detect switches in the opponent strategy (Sect. 6.3).
However, the main limitation is that such algorithms need to be tuned for each specific
domain and are not very efficient since they explore in an undirected way, not consider-
ing which parts of the state space need to be re-visited. Our approach, R-max#, which
implicitly handles drift exploration, is generally better equipped to handle non-stationary
opponents of different sorts. Its pitfall lies in its parameterization (parameter τ ), which gen-
erally should be large enough so as to learn a correct opponent model, yet small enough
to react promptly to strategy switches (Sect. 6.4). We performed experiments against sto-
chastic opponents and with incomplete attributes to represent the opponent strategy. In
the first case results showed that R-max# can adapt and optimize against non-stationary
opponents that use stochastic strategies. In the second case, even when the attributes were
not sufficient to to describe the perfect opponent strategy (and thus, optimal policy), R-
max# showed competitive results against switching opponents. In realistic scenarios where
we do not know the switching time of a non-stationary opponent, it is useful to com-
bine both approaches, switch detection and implicit DE, as can be seen in R-max# CL
(Sect. 6.5).
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7 Conclusions and future work

In real world scenarios, agents must learn models of other agents (or people) whose behavior
is not fully rational. Moreover, agents must rapidly adapt to behavioral changes. Here we
shed light on what an exploration strategy should look like in non-stationary and adversarial
environments.We propose a new type of exploration for detecting switches, drift exploration,
that is able to efficiently explore the state space representation while being able to detect parts
of the environment that have changed.

Our contribution is twofold. First, we present DE as a strategy for switch detection and
encode this in a new algorithm, MDP-CL(DE). This approach keeps exploring during the
complete interaction and performs an undirected exploration of the state space. The second
contribution is a new implicit DE and encode this in an algorithm called R-max# for dealing
with non-stationary opponents. R-max# makes efficient use of exploration experiences, tak-
ing into account which parts of the space state need to be re-visited, which results in rapid
adaptation and efficient DE, to deal with the non-stationary nature of the opponent behavior.
We provided theoretical results of R-max# that guarantee switch detection and near-optimal
expected rewards. Also we performed a set of experiments in two domains showing that
R-max# with a good parameterization converges to the optimal policy and is capable of
adapting quickly to non-stationary opponent strategies either deterministic or stochastic. Its
parameter, τ , shows a tradeoff: a large value enough to learn a sufficiently good model, yet
small value to promote exploration for possible switches.

We now mention some limitations of the proposed approach and provide ideas on how
to tackle them. We focus on drastic changes of behavior (from one stationary strategy to
another from one step to another) rather than slow and continuous changes. In case of having
learning opponents, special care needs to be taken to avoid learning noise [29]. Also, it is
worth mentioning that there are scenarios where some actions can yield higher risks than
others. In this cases, a hard-reset like we propose may not be the best approach and we leave
that as an open question where ideas from safe-exploration [22,24] or social reward shaping
[3] might be worth exploring. In more complex scenarios, where the space and action spaces
will increase, we think it may be useful to leverage transfer learning techniques to obtain even
faster learning rates when facing opponents that switch between strategies that have already
been experienced by the learner, or are close to strategies that have been seen in the past
[28,48]. Also, we propose as future work to use learning to select an appropriate τ parameter
by keeping a record of the switching frequencies. Finally we want to perform experiments
with humans since they naturally show changing and irrational behaviors in many scenarios.
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